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american science fiction action
adventure film directed by the

wachowski siblings and written by
andrew dominik, j. michael

straczynski and damon lindelof. the
film was produced by the

wachowski brothers' nira park and
linda woolverton, stephen

woolverton and viki sveta. the
wachowski brothers serve as

executive producers alongside
george mastras, kathleen kennedy,

and joel silver. the film stars
channing tatum, mad max: fury

road, eddie redmayne, alicia
vikander, donald sutherland, cate

blanchett, andy serkis, jim sturgess
and aaron taylor-johnson. jupiter

ascending is the fifth installment in
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the science fiction jupiter ascending
series which began with the 2005

film the matrix revolutions. the
script was written by j. michael
straczynski, who also wrote the
script for the matrix, and damon

lindelof, who also wrote the
screenplay for lost, and directed the
script by andrew dominik. the film

was shot at shepperton studios and
on location in ireland. jupiter

ascending is the final film to be
released by warner bros.
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